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Sent

To

Subject RE JSTOR Participant Lists

Hi and thanks

http//about jstor.org/participate-jstor/participants

Notice the 2nd and 3rd entry..

AABÆERiinvest University Access Information Kosovo

AABRiinvest University Access Information Kosovo

JSTOR Portico

ithaka.org

Sent Monday October 11 2010 1013 AM

To
Cc

Subject Re JSTOR Participant Lists

/OITHAKA/OUFIRST ADMiNISTRATIVE
GROIJP/CNRECIPIENT S/CN

Monday October 112010 102 PM

ithaka org

From my perspective there are issues to be addressed The display for these institutions can be found here..

Notice as the first entry We are not sure where this is coming from but also noticeAccount-ITHAKA Naming

Conventions-ITHAKA Customer Name English is an entry as well This is column header from the source file which

needs to be ignored in the XML transform

...if you scroll through the list it appears that most institutions with diacritic or symbol are being duplicated on

the list comma seems to be alright but not dash apostrophe or any foreign diacritics We can get the list to

generate without the foreign diacritics but we need it to function with apostrophes and dashes Perhaps one

adjustment will allow for them all

We are getting reports that the page is not loading Since there are so many universities on that page am

wondering if we can think about solution that allows for faster load time

Thanks

From gmail.com On Behalf Of

Hi



spoke with about the data problems with the participants list Are you or able to provide me
more specifics on the data problems Is there problem with the data and/or the output Also is there URL
were we can see the issue

If it is best for me to work directly with will be happy to do so

Thanks

CMS-driven web development and design

OnFri Oct 2010 at 759 AM
Hi

Nice to hear from you Welcome back

wrote

believe the Participants list is dynamic list from this feed

http//

partcipants list on the website dynamically updates

wnen the feed is updated the

is out today however will follow up withon Monday to confirm the participants list works as

believe it does If it does not we will work directly with to discuss how the feed should be updated etc

Thanks

CMS-driven web development and design

On Thu Oct 2010 at 537 PM
Hi

thaka.orQ wrote

Thanks very much for working with on some of the questions weve had Ive been out of the office quite

bit and stepped in to help Im now back in the office on more consistent basis hope and will be

refocusing on the about.i stor.org site

do have one immediate question for you know coordinated the participant lists work with you and



and dont have good understanding of how those were produced There are some data problems on

the list and we need to update them and add/remove participants Im wondering we could put

in direct contact with to work on those lists team manages that data and

produces the list and Ive copied on this message

I- JSTOR

ithaka.org

JSTOR www.jstor.org helps the academic community discover use and build upon wide
range

of content in trusted digital

archive of over 1000 academic journals and other content JSTOR is service of ITHAKA not-for-profit organization dedicated to

helping the academic community use digital technologies to preserve
the scholarly record and to advance research and teaching in

sustainable ways


